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Ishbel Myerscough: ‘Boris’, 2017 – oil on canvas, 13 x 10 cm

My wife is 5 foot 2, so ‘Small is Beautiful’ seems a fair premise to me, and the 35th of Flowers Gallery’s (https://www. owersgallery.com/exhibitions/view/small-is-beautiful-2?page=2)

annual series (to 6 Jan) boosts the case – though I was disappointed to nd that the contribution from Jonathan Small wasn’t especially beautiful. It’s a logical yuletide tradition, as small

also tends to be wrappable and cheap enough (£220 and up) for potential gifting. That said, I don’t always understand why bigger should be pricier – after all, beyond a certain point it’s

harder to hang – surely it’s not just an old-fashioned privileging of labour and materials over concept and e ect? The number of works, on the other hand, is large: 107 in Flowers’ not-huge

upper gallery on Cork Street and plenty of bonus extras illustrated online. There, of course, they might as well be big, such is the size-democratising tendency of the screen. But what

works best ‘live’ at the typical scale of something like 15 x 20 cm? Geometric abstraction seems a good t – such as for Sinta Tantra, John Carter, Francesca Simon and Carol Robertson
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(with one the few works readable as Christmas-related). Or a small gurative subject, such as a bird, like Ishbel Myerscough’s budgerigar, Humphrey Ocean’s African Mannikin and Emily

Mayer’s metal construction of an extinct ightless bird. Yet you can also be drawn in to what feels as if it should be much bigger, best illustrated by Tom Hunter’s photograph of Hackney

not looking especially as I’ve seen it.

 (https://fadmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/28071-robertson.jpg) 

Carol Robertson: ‘Pointstar Small #13’, 2017 – oil on board, 20 x 20cm
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About Paul Carey-Kent

Art critic and curator, based in Southampton. I write most regularly for Art Monthly, Frieze, The Art Newspaper, Border Crossings, STATE, Photomonitor, Art Critical, ArtLyst... and, of

course, FAD - when I'm on the train to and from my job in London as a health and social care nancial policy analyst.

 (https://fadmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/tom-hunter-small-b.jpg) 

Tom Hunter: ‘Hackney Marshes’, 2017 – photographic print on aluminium, 21 x 26cm

Most days art Critic Paul Carey-Kent spends hours on the train, traveling between his home in Southampton and his day job in London. Could he, we asked, jot down whatever came into

his head?
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This entry was posted in NEWS (https://fadmagazine.com/category/art-news/), Paul Carey-Kent Art Stu  on a Train (https://fadmagazine.com/category/art-exhibitions-we-love/paul-

carey-kent-art-stu -on-a-train/) and tagged Flowers gallery (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/ owers-gallery/), Paul Carey Kent (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/paul-carey-kent/), Paul's Art

Stu  on a Train (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/pauls-art-stu -on-a-train/). Bookmark the permalink (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/27/just-about-the-size-of-it/).

← Competition: WIN Nick Cave’s book “And The Ass Saw The Angel” with cover design by BANKSY (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/20/competition-win-nick-caves-book-ass-saw-

angel-banksy-art-work/)

Hayward Gallery to stage UK’s rst major retrospective of Andreas Gursky → (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/28/gursky/)
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Nick Ervinck’s small plant mutated sculptures.. (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/30/234055/)
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What’s Wrong With Art: Art Itself (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/30/whats-wrong-art-word-art/)
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Haim Steinbach “It was a concept that

generated a new historical movement in

contemporary art.”
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Ahmed Mater: Mecca Journeys (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/12/31/ahmed-mater-mecca-

journeys/)
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Methods of Evasion: RM Fischer and Clive Hodgson (https://fadmagazine.com/2017/11/29/methods-evasion-rm- scher-clive-hodgson/)

PARTNERS

ART NIGHT (http://www.artnight.london)

BLOCK UNIVERSE (http://blockuniverse.co.uk)

MONIKER (http://monikerartfair.com)

THE ARMORY SHOW (https://www.thearmoryshow.com)

VOLTA (http://www.voltashow.com/)
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